
Why Agile is the Future of AR VR
Development ?

The augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) industries are rapidly evolving, with new
technologies and platforms emerging at a breakneck pace. Developing innovative AR/VR
experiences requires a flexible and adaptive approach that can keep up with the ever-changing
landscape. Enter Agile methodology – a game-changer for AR/VR development teams.

What is Agile Methodology?

Agile is an iterative and incremental approach to software development that emphasizes
collaboration, flexibility, and rapid delivery. Unlike traditional waterfall methods, Agile embraces
change and encourages continuous improvement throughout the development cycle.

Benefits of Agile for AR VR Development:

1. Rapid Prototyping and Iteration

AR VR projects often involve experimenting with new technologies and user experiences. Agile's
iterative nature allows teams to quickly prototype ideas, gather feedback, and refine the product
incrementally, ensuring a better fit with user expectations.

2. Flexibility and Adaptability

Requirements in AR VR projects can be fluid, as new technologies and user behaviors emerge.
Agile's ability to adapt to changes seamlessly enables teams to pivot and incorporate new insights
or requirements without derailing the entire project.

3. Cross-Functional Collaboration

AR VR development requires input from various disciplines, such as designers, developers, and
user experience experts. Agile's emphasis on cross-functional teams fosters effective
communication and collaboration, aligning all stakeholders towards a common goal.

4. Early and Continuous Delivery

With Agile, AR VR experiences can be delivered in smaller, incremental releases, allowing for early
user feedback and validation. This approach reduces the risk of investing significant resources in
features that may not resonate with users.



Implementing Agile for AR VR Development:

1. Scrum or Kanban?

Scrum and Kanban are two popular Agile frameworks. Scrum focuses on time-boxed iterations
(sprints), while Kanban emphasizes continuous flow and work-in-progress limits. Choose the
framework that best aligns with your team's preferences and project requirements.

2. Cross-Functional Teams

Assemble cross-functional teams with members from various disciplines, such as developers,
designers, and user experience experts. This diversity fosters collaboration and ensures that all
aspects of the AR VR experience are considered.

3. Continuous Integration and Testing

Establish a robust continuous integration and testing pipeline to ensure that new features and
changes are seamlessly integrated and thoroughly tested, minimizing the risk of issues or
regressions.

4. Regular Retrospectives

Conduct regular retrospectives to reflect on the team's processes, identify areas for improvement,
and implement changes to enhance efficiency and effectiveness.

Interesting facts about Agile methodology in AR VR
Development:

Early Adoption in Gaming Industry:

The gaming industry was one of the early adopters of Agile methodologies for developing
immersive experiences, paving the way for its adoption in AR/VR development.

Rapid Iteration and User Feedback:

Agile's emphasis on rapid iteration and continuous user feedback is particularly valuable in AR/VR
development, where user experience is paramount, and adjustments are often needed based on
real-world testing.

Virtual Reality Scrum:



Some teams have adapted the traditional Scrum framework to create "Virtual Reality Scrum," which
incorporates VR headsets into the daily stand-up meetings, allowing teammembers to visualize and
discuss the project in an immersive environment.

Lean VR Development:

Inspired by the Lean software development principles, some AR VR teams have adopted "Lean VR
Development," which focuses on minimizing waste, maximizing value, and delivering a Minimum
Viable Product (MVP) as early as possible.

Distributed Teams and Remote Collaboration:

With the rise of remote work, Agile methodologies have become increasingly crucial for AR VR
development teams that are geographically distributed, enabling effective collaboration and
communication across different locations.

Cross-Platform Development:

Agile's flexibility and adaptability make it well-suited for developing AR VR experiences across
multiple platforms, such as mobile devices, headsets, and gaming consoles, allowing teams to pivot
and prioritize features based on platform-specific requirements.

Integration with Game Engines:

Many AR VR development teams have successfully integrated Agile practices with popular game
engines like Unity and Unreal Engine, streamlining the development process and enabling seamless
collaboration between designers, artists, and developers.

Continuous Delivery and Over-the-Air Updates:

Agile's focus on continuous delivery aligns well with the ability to push over-the-air updates for AR
VR experiences, allowing developers to continuously improve and enhance the user experience
based on real-world data and feedback.

Embracing Agile for AR VR development can be a game-changer, enabling teams to deliver
innovative and user-centric experiences while navigating the rapidly evolving AR VR landscape. By
fostering collaboration, flexibility, and continuous improvement, Agile empowers teams to create
truly immersive and captivating AR VR experiences that delight users.
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